WINE
MENU

Sparkling Wine / Champagne

200ml

PROSECCO AMORI, BIN # 1. ITALY, VENETO

£6.95 £25.95

Bottle

A delightfully crisp Prosecco with vibrant apple & pear notes & a delicate, floral & fruity
finish. Pale light yellow in colour, with fine & elegant bubbles which create a soft, yet
refreshing mouthfeel.

PROSECCO ITA ROSE, BIN # 2. ITALY, VENETO

£25.95

Floral notes reminiscent of roses with hints of cherries on the palate, extremely fresh,
yet with a velvety character. Persistent bubbles & a long finish.

JOSEPH PERRIER, CUVEE ROYAL BRUT, BIN # 4. FRANCE, CHAMPAGNE

£65.00

This is a lovely fruity champagne with superb freshness which is balanced, elegant &
has a wonderfully vibrant finish.

White Wines

125ml

175ml

250ml

Bottle

LADERA VERDE SAUVIGNON BLANC, BIN # 5. CHILE, CENTRAL VALLEY

£3.40

£4.95 £6.40

£17.95

£3.75

£5.45 £7.10

£19.95

£3.60

£5.20 £6.75

£18.95

A deliciously crisp Sauvignon Blanc with the vibrant bouquet so typical of this
grape variety. A brilliant find.

ROWLANDS BROOK CHARDONNAY, BIN # 6. AUSTRALIA, SOUTH-EASTERN
A rich bouquet with aromas of melon & fresh tropical fruit. A beautifully balanced
and integrated wine.

PINOT GRIGIO, AMANTI DEL VINO, BIN # 7. ITALY, VENETO
With its floral character, this wine is crisp, refreshing & unoaked, making it perfect for
drinking before or during any meal.

MOSELLAND RIESLING KABINETT, BIN # 8. GERMANY, MOSEL

£24.95

A charmingly floral, medium-style wine from the glorious Mosel valley in the heart of
this famous wine-producing country.

BAGORDI BLANCO, BIN # 9. SPAIN, RIOJA

£25.95

White wine from Rioja with a good balance between acidity & fruitiness, accompanied
by intense aromas of ripe fruit, citrus & flowers.

INSTINCT BUD BURST SAUVIGNON BLANC, BIN # 10. N Z, MARLBOROUGH

£29.95

A classic Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc with aromas of passionfruit, lychee & delicate
gooseberry. Pale straw in colour with a bright hue this has long soft citrus finish.

Rose Wines

125ml

175ml

CUVEE DU ROY, DU COMPTE TOSOLAN, BIN # 11. FRANCE,
SOUTH WEST, COTES DE GASCOGNE

£3.40

£4.95 £6.40 £17.95

250ml

Bottle

A light soft and fruity Rose. Delicious flavours of soft cherry fruits.
A very fragrant & easy drinking wine..

FOXCOVER WHITE ZINFANDEL, BIN # 12. USA, CALIFORNIA
A delicious medium pink wine with hints of fresh strawberries & summer fruits.
Candied fruit flavour is the key to its approachability & popularity.

£3.75 £5.45

£7.10

£19.95
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Red Wines

125ml

175ml

250ml

Bottle

LOS COCHES PINOT NOIR, BIN # 13. CHILE, CENTRAL VALLEY

£3.75 £5.45

£7.10

£19.95

£3.40 £4.95 £6.40

£17.95

£4.10 £5.95

£21.95

For a Pinot Noir this is quite a big wine. Wonderful juicy fruit of grapes & cherries with
notes of spice and soft tannins. The finish is soft round & velvety with hints of eucalyptus.

LADERA VERDE MERLOT, BIN # 14. CHILE CENTRAL VALLEY
A stunning scented Merlot with a full and pleasing length & depth of flavour. Loads
of plummy fruit flavour are well complimented by soft tannin & medium body. Great
on its own or with food, this is as versatile as it is delicious.

LAS PAMPAS MALBEC, BIN # 15. ARGENTINA, MENDOZA

£7.75

This is a delicious attractive wine. Quite full on the palate with notes of damson &
plum fruits. Soft & rounded with a light toasty character.

BAGORDI JOVEN, BIN # 16. SPAIN, RIOJA

£22.95

A pronounced nose of intense redcurrant fruit is joined on the palate by summer
berries and soft spice.

CARLOMAGNO APPASSIMENTO PRIMITIVO, BIN # 17. ITALY, PUGLIA

£24.95

This wine is made by crushing partially dried grapes which has the effect of making
the juice super concentrated. The result is a wine with intense aromas of dark winter
berries, ripe cherries, redcurrants, plums & even notes of chocolate.

CHÂTEAU TOUR BEL AIR, MONTAGNE-SAINT-ÉMILION, BIN # 18.
FRANCE, BORDEAUX

£33.95

Full, fruity attack on the first taste. Full-bodied with a pronounced nose of plums &
hints of spices. The finish is long and shows just a touch of oak.

Featured Wines
ALCHEMY 100 YEAR OLD CARIGNAN, BIN # 19. FRANCE, LANGUEDOC

Bottle

£29.95

Rich aromas of spicy blackcurrants. Full & rich on the palate with notes of chocolate
treacle, finish is long, peppery & savoury.

SHARPHAM DART VALLEY RESERVE, BIN # 20. ENGLAND, SOUTH DEVON
An English white wine that has a light, fresh character & pleasingly soft palate. Lovely fruit
aromas, with a supple off-dry finish combine to make this a wine ideal as an aperitif or with food.

£29.95

